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the program is a bim solution for architects, engineers and contractors to
optimize building operations and maximize construction productivity, and deliver
smart solutions as part of the construction process. its your one-stop solution to

quickly design, document, and construct as simply as a wall. integrate
construction bi-modal information to customize your workflows more intuitively
to solve problems during construction. the platform includes construction-wide
information, such as subcontractors bid lists, bim file attachments, and project

site information. iaq criteria is a commonly used leed pre-requisite for all design
projects. we offer integrated aia leed energy benchmarking services to ensure a

new project achieves the goals set forth by leed. we offer services that meet
aia/leed, energy rating products (erp), resnet and others leed mandatory

requirements. it supports multiple bim exchange file formats such as bim4collab
version 1.0.0 or later, bim4collab json version 2.0 or later, and bimxchange or
bison version 2. however, as an open source project, the format is available to
implement support for other file formats as the demand arises. the latest 2018

version, revit 2018, is a complete redesign of the software. it makes design
much more powerful, flexible and intuitive through a new user interface, new
visual design tools, and new features such as 3d and drafting tools. revit 2018

also supports autodesk architecture design suite.
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the ideal would be that you had the
data in the bim file, and then you

could use revit’s plugins to get that
data. and then you could run a

scenario in which you change one
thing and the whole model

changes. you’d be able to solve the
problem that way. but, that’s not

quite there yet. flatworld solutions
is a reliable cae engineering
service provider. we excel in

providing turnkey 3d, fea, cfd,
multi-physics and other

engineering analysis services for
both domestic and international

clients. engineers often use fea for
assessing the loads that are

generated when applying forces to
the system and the strain that is
generated during this time. the

simulation results are then used for
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assessing the structural health of
the building or the building

components. structural analysis is
an engineering discipline that is

concerned with the design of
structures. a structural engineer

uses a variety of tools and methods
to analyze the structural health of

buildings, bridges, and other
structures. the primary purpose of
the structural analysis is to assess
the safe loading of the structure
and the load distribution among

the members, so that the structural
design will be sufficiently strong

and durable. to make sure that the
structural analysis is carried out

correctly, it is important to have an
understanding of how structural

analysis is performed, and what the
benefits are of using it. to perform

a structural analysis, it is necessary
to first determine the forces that

will act on the structural
components and the reactions that
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the components will experience.
this can be done with fea, cfd, or

other simulation programs,
depending on the type of structural

analysis that needs to be
performed. 5ec8ef588b
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